
 

Ethical Hacking and Cyber S

Honourable Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi has initiated many incredible schemes to 

“Make India!” one of which is Digital India

development in every aspect. It is required to spread a sense of awareness among today’s 

youth who are the makers and protectors of society.

two days workshop on “Cyber s

equipped cyber savvy generation to align with the goal of our country for safe Digital India.

The two days workshop was well conducted by the Computer Science and Engineering 

department. The distinguished team who delivered the workshop belonged to Indian Cyber 

Army. Mr. Sanjay Mishra, Director, Indian Cyber Army,

demonstration on different types of 

and penetration testing, cyber crime investigation and explained that how security analyst 

and cyber crime investigators use techniques to solve these vulnerabilities and organized 

crime. Mr. Mishra taught students various strategies to hack some data, profile or 

He also demonstrated email tracing and that how to hide one’s id

attacks, how phishing works and how hackers make fake pages

The workshop specifically provided 

security aspirants.  
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